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Dear BlackGen Capital,

We, the National Board, are delighted to serve our community and work to close the access gap 
between racially underrepresented students and the financial services industry. Without all of you,
the progress we have made toward our mission would not be possible. The people make the 
organization–not the other way around; and we are extremely appreciative of all of your hard work 
and dedication towards advancing the mission and purpose of BlackGen Capital. We are proud of
all that we have accomplished thus far and we urge you to continue to pay it forward within your 
various communities.

BlackGen Capital seeks to help talented minority students pursue careers in finance and is dedicated 
to fostering tightly-knit communities and creating a powerful network amongst the top universities 
in the country. Our Annual Report highlights the initiatives we have embarked on this past year 
(January 1, 2022 - December 31, 2022). In addition to highlighting our initiatives, the report covers 
our member growth and fund performance. We are pleased to report that our fund outperformed 
the S&P in 2022, which can be accredited to the stock pitches researched and presented by all of 
you.

In taking a look at our Annual Report, you will all see the invaluable contributions you have made 
to BlackGen Capital over the past year. We cannot thank you all enough, and we are grateful for the 
opportunity to continue working alongside you. We look forward to seeing the continued success 
of the BlackGen family for many years to come. 

Cheers to another year full of paying it forward!
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Our Founding Team

BlackGen Capital is the premiere minority-owned investment fund led by talented students from
chapters across the nation. We close the access gap by creating a pipeline for talented,
underrepresented students interested in entering the financial services industry. Each chapter
across the nation provides BlackGen Capital members with a standardized 10-week educational
series, where students learn the fundamentals of finance. After receiving this thorough training,
students across different schools have a unique opportunity to propose stock investment ideas to
the national BlackGen Capital investment fund. Along with our education, our students have
direct access to corporate sponsors and exclusive career opportunities.

What is BlackGen Capital Inc.?

Cheick Camara
Co-Founder

Yasmin Watt
Founding COO

Ermias Tadesse
Co-Founder

Savannah Holsey
Founding CPO

BlackGen Capital was founded in November 2019 at Cornell University. Like many other
universities, Cornell had a prominent diversity issue, especially within its finance community.
The founders realized that underrepresented minorities had disproportionately less access to
financial training and lacked the resources needed to navigate their career paths. With the help of
an executive team of other Cornell students, they founded BlackGen Capital to develop the next
generation of industry professionals and become the first of its kind to provide active money
management opportunities and close the access gap.

Why Was BlackGen Capital Founded?
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Diversity: Diversity exists in many forms: cultural, intellectual, gender diversity, and many 
more. We celebrate all of the differences within our community and value the unique 
perspectives our students bring.
Empowerment: For centuries, marginalized groups in the financial services industry felt 
excluded and doubtful. At BlackGen Capital we seek to help each and every member realize 
their full potential and have greater confidence in their skills.
Philanthropy: We value the art of paying it forward. Our fund is dedicated to donating a 
percentage of our profits towards small URM-owned businesses across the nation.
Education: Our analysts are the core of our team, we ensure that they are equipped with all 
the tools, mentors, and information they need to succeed through a rigorous new member 
education program.

BlackGen Capital holds four critically important values. 
Our Core Values

The founding board has set a vision for BlackGen Capital to serve underrepresented minorities in  
the financial services industry and business world who come from Black, Hispanic, and Native
American backgrounds. The organization’s core purpose is to reduce the barriers that minorities
face when trying to enter the world of business by cultivating an environment that not only
fosters education, but also acts as a platform and network that members can professionally
leverage in their careers. Consequently, under these conditions it is imperative that the
organization remain welcoming to students from all kinds of intellectual, professional, and
cultural backgrounds.

Our Vision
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Membership Summary
Over the past year, BlackGen Capital Inc. has expanded from its original founding
chapter, Cornell University, to 6 total chapters in 2022. Membership has increased more
than 10x since our inception in 2019, and shows no sign of slowing down in the near
future. Our analysts are selected through a rigorous recruitment process designed to mirror
that of top firms on Wall Street. We want to ensure that our incoming analysts are
extremely passionate, demonstrate exceptional leadership potential, and exemplify our 4
core values: diversity, philanthropy, education, and empowerment. All of our members
complete a 10-week education series in which they learn the fundamentals needed to enter
the world of finance. We believe that both the combination of carefully selected members
and our education series allow us to produce talent that firms are eager for. This is
exemplified in our 90%+ intern acceptance rate and 100% full time placement rate within
the finance, consulting, and technology fields. 

Membership Overview

In 2022, four new chapters joined Cornell University and Georgetown University as
members of the BlackGen family. The University of Michigan, Columbia University, and
New York University were added in the Spring semester while the University of Southern
California, our first university on the west coast, was added in the Fall semester. These
chapters were founded by leaders on these campuses who aimed to further BlackGen
Capital's mission of closing the access gap. Throughout this year, chapter presidents
continuously worked with the National Board to ensure the success of each chapter. In
addition to the 4 chapters introduced in 2022, BlackGen Capital is proud to announce
that 3 new chapters will be joining us in the 2023 Spring semester at The University of
Pennsylvania, Princeton University, and Yale University. We are excited to see these
chapters open doors of opportunity for students on their respective campuses.

New Chapters
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320 +

Members

Across the 

Nation
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BlackGen Capital Chapters

90%

100%

9 out of every 10 undergraduate juniors
in BlackGen Capital received a summer

internship in finance, consulting, or tech.

100% of current seniors & past
graduates of BlackGen Capital have
secured coveted full-time positions.

*chapters coming in 2023

Members intern at firms such as 

...AND MORE

150

320
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This year, BlackGen Capital had the opportunity to hold our first National Conference at 
JPMorgan's Headquarters in New York City on April 29th - April 30th. The event was a notable 
success, with over 150 of our members in attendance. We plan to host a national conference 
annually for our members to develop their professional networks, learn from distinguished 
speakers, network with our corporate sponsors, and compete in a national stock pitch competition.



Inaugural National Conference

Mary Erdoes, Chief Executive Officer of 
J.P. Morgan Asset & Wealth Management

Marlon Nichols, Co-Founder of 
MaC Venture Capital
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Members had the opportunity to learn 
from some of the most influential and 
impactful individuals in Finance. We 
were honored to have Greg Davis, 
Marlon Nichols, and Mary Erodoes 
headline our conference. 

Mary Erdoes provided opening remarks 
that set the perfect tone for a 
professional, developmental, and joyous 
conference. 

Marlon Nichols and Greg Davis 
continued that tone by providing 
excellent words of wisdom and advice to 
our members. 

We are thankful for them and their 
insights at BlackGen's Inaugural 
National Conference.

Greg Davis, 
Chief Investment Officer at Vanguard
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A key component to closing the access gap is creating and expanding your network. BlackGen 
members had the opportunity to expand their networks at the conference both professionally 
and socially. Members from all different chapters were able to meet each other while also 
having the opportunity to meet recruiters from sponsored firms.
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Stock Pitch Presentations to 

Firm Representatives

Members chosen by their chapters had 

the opportunity to participate in our 

National Stock Pitch Competition
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Firms are able to engage with our members through various ways throughout the semester. 
Whether it be through in-person or online general body events, booths at our National 
Conference, or even marketing events to our members, sponsors have the ability to 
support BlackGen in many ways! We are always open working with firms to increase 
diverse talent. 

If you or your firm are interested in supporting our mission, please feel free to contact us at: 
info@blackgencapital.com

Sponsor Engagement

A Special Thank You to Our Sponsors of 2022
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Fund Summary: Overview 
The BlackGen Capital Inc. National Investment Fund aims to provide long-term capital
appreciation through a diversified portfolio of growth-oriented equities. At BlackGen
Capital Inc., we take a long-term investment approach, focusing on companies that exhibit
high growth potential. We seek to isolate asymmetric profit opportunities by analyzing
companies that demonstrate strong cash flow generation, high earnings growth, ability to
expand market share, and resist market underperformance in economic downturns. This
investment strategy allows us to generate abnormal returns, as seen in 2022. 

Investment Objective 

The fund invests in a broad range of domestic and international companies, with a target
market capitalization under $15B, focusing on technology, healthcare, energy, and
consumer sectors. Analysts are designated to these 4 industries depending on their interests
and expertise. The diversity among our members provides us with significant advantages
when analyzing investment opportunities. Analysts stem not only from different ethnic
backgrounds, but also intellectual backgrounds, which allow them to provide new and
unique investment perspectives. Our diverse investment teams conduct thorough research
throughout their academic semesters and conduct top-down analysis on companies in
order to propose potential investment ideas.

Investment Strategy 

As with all investments, the National BlackGen Capital Inc. Fund carries some level of 
risk. The fund's portfolio is diversified across a number of sectors and geographies, which 
can help to mitigate some of the risk. Additionally, the fund has a target net exposure of 
30% - 75% and gross exposure of about 70% - 100% in order to hedge against systematic 
risk. This diversification helps us protect against the idiosyncratic risk associated with 
specific companies.

Risk Management
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Portfolio Performance: 2022 Year

National BlackGen Capital 
Investment Fund

2022 Holdings

S&P 500 Index 

5.40%

(19.44%)

Performance Gain (Losses)

Excess Returns 24.84%

Although 2022 was the worst year in more than a decade for global equities and 
bonds, the BlackGen Capital Fund performed well considering 2022 market 
conditions. Through our diverse investments, the BlackGen Capital Inc. 
National Fund was able to outperform the S&P 500 by 24.84% from the time 
that the trades were made.

In a year of economic turbulence and uncertainty, we are proud of our 2022 
performance, and we look forward to strengthening our portfolio. Going into 
2023, BlackGen Capital looks to further diversify the fund through increased 
investments as a result of increased membership. 

Fund Performance
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